Men steal influencer's ashes in order to sell them for 'ghost marriage'. The funeral worker had conspired with two other men who were tasked with looking for a buyer for the ashes. The deal had reportedly failed and all three were apprehended.

A Chinese influencer's ashes were reportedly stolen with the intent of having a "ghost marriage". The influencer, who went by the handle "Luoxiaomaomaozi", died after she drank pesticide on a livestream. According to sources, a successful "ghost marriage" is usually done with the consent of the deceased's family, others view it as a lucrative business. There have even been cases of female corpses being stolen in order to sell them off as spouses. According to sources, a successful "ghost marriage" involves selling the ashes of a deceased person as a potential spouse to a family looking for a spouse for their deceased child. The practice is said to bring good luck to the family who agrees to the "ghost marriage".
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